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PR U J H C 1· CA M E XPO S E D 

Q. What is project CAM? 

A. lt is a plan to bring computer time-sharing experts and behavioral scientists together to develop 
a 'b ehavior science data management system ' at MIT , initially using the IBM 7094 which the !nstitute 
already owns , and the CTSS software which it has developed. The interactive information process-
ing techniques which have come out of Project MAC would be added to the latest modeling techniques 
and a large data bank of social science surveys and statistical information. The resulting behavioral 
scie~ce - co~purr ~on:iplex w_ill 'b e~om e a mod el for many subsequent facilities, both in universities 
and m pubhc atnc1es, accordin g to its sponsors. MIT last month asked the Defonse Department's 
Advanced Res·el:lrch Projects Agency (ARPA) for $7.6 million to set it up . ARPA hasn't decided 
yet. There is still time to st o p it. 

Q. Whose idea was it? 

A . Our research reveals that it was conceived jointly by Prof. Ithiel de Sola Pool , Prof. J.C.R. Lick
lid er, and ARPA official Bob Taylor. Licklider used to have Taylor ' s job at ARPA and is now direc
tor of Project ~AC. Since its inception, many other professors at MIT and Harvard have been con-
sulted. . 

Q. Why is the military interested in it? 

A. In 1966 a Pentagon advisory board put it this way: 'Pacification and the battle of ideas are major 
segments of the DoD responsibility. The social and behavioral sciences constitute the un ique resource 
for support of these new requirements .' The generals hope behavioral science will supply them with 
analytical tools to understand their enemies, and thereby to outwit them . 

Q. What would go into the data bank? 

A. The proposal lists 24 examples of ' the kinds of data with which CAM will work', ranging from 
' fil es on cultural patterns of all the tribes and peoples of the world' to 'characteristics of local con
flicts and limited war crises.' Another suggested input is 'data on youth movements'. 

Q. How would the Pentagon get access to this data? 

A. The plan is to link the CAM computer with several similar computers at places like the Stanford 
Research Institute and RAND Corporation through the proposed ARPA Contractors Network . A 
terminal in the Pentagon will give the military ' crisis managers' a direct tie-in. The military already 
have a console in Wa shington linked to Project MAC. 

Q. Why should we oppose it? 

A. There are four main reasons: 

[1] The whole computer set-up and the A RPA computer network will enable the government, 
for the first time , to consult relevant survey data rap idly enough to be used in policy decisions. The 
net result of this will be to make Washington 's in ternat ional policeman more effective in suppressing 
popular movements around the world . 

[2 ) The so-called basic research to be supported by Project CAM will deal with questions like 
why do peasant movements or student groups b ecome revolutionary . The results of this research 
will similarly be used to suppress progres sive movem ents . 

[3) The infusion of so m u ch mo ney into MIT ' s social sciences program will lead to a further 
emphasis on compuetrized people - manipulat io n. At the same time it will increase the blatant 
prostitution of social science for the aim s of the war machine. Until the military-social science 
complex is eliminated, social scient ists will aid the enslavement , rather than the liberation, of man-
kind . -

[4) MITalready has a bad reputation for war research. We have to put a stop to it. 



SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT CAM PROPOSAL 

Formal title: 'A Proposal for Establishment and operation of a program in Computer Analysis and 
Modeling in the Behavioral Sciences, March 1969' 

Contracting parties: MIT (with J .C.R. Licklider listed as 'principle investigator') and Advanced 
Research Projects Agency, Department of Defense. 

What it costs the taxpayers; $7 .69 million over five years. 

What is the reason for the proposed project? 'This proposal is based on a straight-forward line of 
reasoning: The U.S. government and Department of Defense face many problems that are in large 
part behavioral science problems, and they need pertinent behavioral science information in solv-
ing those problems.' (Proposal, p. 2) What this means is that the project is being undertaken in 
order to help the Pentagon carry out its self-defined global 'mission' more effectively. Later the 
proposal mentions two other major reasons: 'The facility will , we believe, become a model for 
many subsequent facilities , both in universities and public agencies.' Also: ' ... we submit thi~ 
proposal with a strong belief that with the aid cf the computer we can now achieve for the behav
ioral sciences at least some of the sharpness , clarity , and applicability that have for many years charac
terized the physical sciences.' (Proposal, p. 6) The claim that similar centers may arise elsewhere 
which follow the lines of project CAM is an important statement. It undoubtedly reflects the very 
real possibility of a decentralized network of military-social science centers throughout the coun-
try. We shall have more to say later about this so-called basic research , and the possibility of mak-
ing basic theory through computers. 

Some may argue that all this attention to the supposed needs and desires of the Defense Depart
ment is only a way of 'selling' the proposal to the Pentagon. It is true , of course , thatthis type of 
argument is always used in presenting proposals to sponsors. However , unless we assume that the 
projects initiators are lying, we must conclude that it is also true that the project is in fact designed 
to help out the DoD with its people-management problems. The Proposal says as much: 'While 
it is a basic research effort it is likely to lead to many applications... . it is clear to us that public 
policy will be aided by advances in the understanding of human interactions and in the prediction 
in the performance of social systems.' (Proposal, p. 3) For instance, it could help manage our 
economy better: 'Our economy will run better ifwe can train our manpower better, solve indus
trial disputes, and improve the efficiency of large organizations. ' It is also useful in more prosaic 
ways to the Pentagon: "Human problems are among the central problems of the department of 
defense. It is an organization of over 3.5 million persons. It is the largest educational institution 
in the United States, spending billions of dollars a year on training. American defense personr el 
in foreign countries deal with persons of different cultures and values. Facts about foreign areas 
affect strategic plans.' (Proposal, pp. 3-4.) 

Relation to other Institute projects: The Cambridge Project (Project CAM) has developed fairly 
directly out of MIT's big computer development operation, Project MAC, also paid for by the 
Pentagon. In the words of the proposal: 'We take Project MAC and several other ARPA-supported 
projects in the computer sciences partly as our foundation and partly as our model. In them, ARPA 
supported and continues to support the development of general-purpose time sharing and interac
tive information processing with great benefits to both DoD and other users of computers.Now 
we propose that ARPA support, as a logical next step, the development of behavioral data analy-
sis and modeling via time-shared interactive computing.' (Proposal, pp. 5-6) In conversations 
with SACC members, Dr. Licklider, the initiator of the proposal, has argued that it is only a pro
posal for computer development, concerned only with further developing interactive techniques . 
Yet here it is justified as support for analysis and modeling of behavioral science data . As is clear 
from the great detail with which potential data are listed later, fr.e real purpose is to support 
(i.e., pay for) this analysis. 

In the section on 'examples of non-methodological resear_ch uses of the Cambridge Project', the 
proposal lists nine different projects whose data will probably be used in the analytical and model
ing work. They are: (I) The ComCom Project, directed by Ithiel de Sola Pool, of MIT's politi
cal science department and Simulmatics. This project has developed a series of communications 
models for the Soviet Union, China and some underdeveloped countries. The models enable a 



'policy-maker' to predict the flow of information and thereby judge the best techniques to use in 
U.S. psy-war strategy. For instance: 'Simulations have shown that short-wave radio has made the 
Soviet Union totally permeable to important information . Virtually everyone in the Soviet Union 
is exposed very rapidly. The Czech crisis showed that the Russians can re-establish jamming. It 
would be interesting to know under what conditions of information need that capability would be 
significant.' (Proposal, p. 41) At least the proposal makes very clear why DoD would be interested 
in data from this project! (2) Freqerick Frey ' s project on Human Factors in Modernization . 
Like Pool's ComCom project, this one is also r· 1 pported by ARPA . However, due to problems in 
doing research overseas these days , the project has been 'terminated' by the Defense Department 
as of Sept. 1969 . What is interesting is the description of what until now has been described as 
the most basic of basic research projects , dealing with nothing of immediate relevance to anyone. 
'A major part of this comparative study will be a study of peasant attitudes. What are the conditions 
under which peasants are strongly patriotic as in Turkey , and the conditions under which they are 
purely local in their orientation as in Viet Nam? Under what conditions do peasants' protests 
become violent.' Well, well. (3) 'A great deal of work is being done in the Cambridge community 
on problems of the underdeveloped countries and on the conditions of stability in these areas so 
marked by turmoil. (Proposal, p. 42) (4) Manipulation of text for computerized bibliographies. 
(5) Computerization of Prof. William Griffith's files on international communism. This project, 
formerly CIA funded , is now supported by the Ford Foundation . (6) (This is for real.) 'A major 
documentary collection on Communism that will grow rapidly in the next couple of years and 
that can be integrated into any document system concerns Vietnam. In the ne x t year or two, sev-
eral thousand detailed interviews with Viet Cong will be released by Rand. There also will be many 
thousand Viet Cong documents released in the next few years. Others currently working on Vietnam
ese documentary materials include Professors Ithiel Pool and William Griffith and several doctoral 
candidates .' (7) Cross national opinion surveys and surveys of the 'performances of national 
governments' .(8) Public opinion polls from the U.S. and Western Europe. (9) Data on different 
types of representative systems. 

The proposal goes on to list some 24 'useful collec io ns of data' which, it is implil- ri, might be used 
in the project. In addition to that related to the previo us nine projects , it mentions: World econ
omic statistics, U.S. economic statistics , data on arms acquisitions by developing countries and their 
arms expenditures , 'the Human Relations Area Files on cultural patterns of all the tribes and peo
ples of the world'(!) , world-wide election data , UN voting records , Chinese provincial statistics 
(!!),characteristics of local conflicts , population data, historical data on Latin American coun
tries , U.S. selective service manpower cha nnelin g d ata , comparative urbanization data , Joint 
Center for Urban Studies data , developm en t indicators for underdeveloped countries, compara-
tive political participation data , ' data on yo uth movem ents'(!!!), 'mass unrest and political move
ments under conditions of rapid social change'(! !! !) , international propaganda output , and gen
eral survey information on peasant atti tud e~ an d behavior. (Proposal, pp. 51-57) 

Hardware: The initial computer facility will be the IBM 7094 computer which MIT bought re
cently. This computer, which will be totally obsolescent in the not-too-distant future , will be 
fully depreciated by the end of 1969. (Remember this when you read the figures later on what 



MIT is charging the taxpayers just in order to have access to this computer.) This computer would, 
by the end of the first year of the contract, devote 85 % of its time to three ARPA activities, namely , 
the ARPA computer network , Project MAC and Project CAM. Like Project MAC at present, it 
would have a terminal at the Pentagon. According .to Dr . Licklider, other potential users of the 
ARPA computer network would be the University of California (Berkeley) , UCal (Santa Barbara) , 
UCLA, Stanford Research Institute, Rand Corporation , Carnegie Institute of Technology , Univer
sity of Michigan. After the first two years or so operations would be switched to another, as yet 
undetermined, computer. 

Software: Project MAC was the pioneer in the development of time-sharing , and its CTSS system 
would be the basic framework. The various social-science related programs would be used. The 
ADMINS and TROLL programs are presently used in political science and economics respectively. 
TIP is used for computerized bibliographies. DYNAMO is used in modeling simulation . Essential
ly these programs are fairly well developed, although they would undoubtedly be modified and 
improved in the course of operations. The bulk of the budget goes to pay for access to, rental 
or and maintenance of the computer , and to the staffs associated with the development of these 
programs, languages and routines. Yet apparently relatively little development is anticipated in 
these areas. The only major computer-related methodological advances anticipated are those 
related to modeling . Prof. Pool is reportedly interested in this area , after his Com - Com project 
terminates in Sept. 1969. 

Budget: The total estimated cost is $7 .69 million over five years. In the first year , some $1.51 
million are to be spent. Of this , $670 ,000 will be for access to the computer ($520 ,000 alone), 
maintenance, operations , auxiliary computers and data communications equipment. In person
nel costs , $150.~0 will go for academic staff, $107 ,000 for research staff and $166,000 for sup
porting staff. Including student employment and benefits the total wages bill comes to $500.500 
and then, at a 50.5 % rate, $200,600 is calculated as an overhead cost. Another $138,000 goes 
to general operations such as space rental, utilities, materials and supplies, etc. This procedure 
is apparently standard for MIT , and the only point about it to be made is that the overhead cost 
(of $200 ,000) is pure overhead , since all the directly attributable costs are paid for elsewhere . 
The institute pays for its other activities out of thi money. 
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH PROJECT CAM? 

General 

The Cambridge Project (Project Cam) has to be seen as a whole, as a combination social science data 
bank - modeling and simulation experiment - computer facility complex. And it must be seen in the 
context of the proposed ARPA computer network of which it is to be a part. It should be recog
nized for the important proposal that it is. For a long time some of the more prestigious behavior
alists in the social sciences.have believed that basic theory could come from computer analysis. 
This project represents the culmination of this fantasy. For some time it has been apparent that 
a national computer network could be established to serve the government. This is the social 
science counterpart of the national data archive project. They will both raise the level of possible 
social control to a qualitatively higher level. This is clearer when individual data such as criminal 
and tax records are involved . But it is equally true of social science data if the desire of the govern
ment is to control and manipulate large aggregates of people. The large aggregates of people in 
Vietnam , Dominican Republic and Harlem can attest to the fact that this is the government's de
sire. Viewing Project CAM as a whole , there are three general reasons for objecting to it. First 
is the whole area of its general implications for US foreign and domestic policy . Secondly the in
creasing militarization of social science . And thirdly the implications of this type of research and 
development for the Institute and American universities in general. 

Political implications 

The first area deals with essentially two aspects of the proposal , namely the tie in with a national 
compute-r network , and the nature of data and analysis to be treated . The national computer 
network for the first time makes it possible for a policy maker in Washington to request an analy
sis of survey data relevant to a particular crisis and have the information presented within a mat
ter of hours. For instance , if a student rebellion should take place in Chile tomorrow , it would 
be easy to look up in a listing of the surveys available in the data banks of the 12 contemplated 
members of the ARPA computer network to see if any relevant surveys exist. When it is found 
that Seymour Lipset did one not so long ago with Chilean students, and that it is available at 
the University of California at Berekeley, the policy-maker can instruct his MIT-trained computer 
analyst to go to the console in the Pentagon basement and work on that data. With one telephone 
call to Berkeley and about four hours console work, it should be possible to have any policy -rele=
vant information extracted. It is said that until now social science information paid for and re 
ceived by the government is usually filed in the wastebasket. Whether or not this is true, a net
work of the type envisioned when combined with the present inter-active analysis programs per
mits such rapid utilization of the data that it is almost inevitable that surveys will in fact be used 
by policy makers. And if those policy makers are engaged in a world-wide program of military 
and non-military domination of foreign countries , this increase in the usability of knowledge 
could lead to a more efficient repression . Thus a comparatively simple and seemingly innocent 
technological development could make social science into the cutting edge of a wave of global 
reaction. 

An equally, or more , profoundly disturbing political implication is the general political orienta-
tion which almost by necessity is implied by the data. Just look at the information to be fed into 
the computers: Manpower channeling data from the Selective Service System , data on youth move
ments, Chinese provincial statistics, peasant surveys, Viet Cong defector interviews , Viet Cong docu
ments, simulations of the Soviet and Chinese communications systems , comparative communism 
archives. The implications are very clear that the type of research contemplated will be specifi
cally designed to improve Washington's ability to· manipulate its opponents abroad and its subjects 
at home. Even granting the very dubiou s assumption that some of the research contemplated 
would be somehow basic , it would be of th e general type of a 'basic' theory of peasant political 
behavior that would tell why peasants becam e revolutionaries , and the theory would be used as 
soon as practical to suppress peasant revo lution ary movements . Even such innocent sounding 
items as data from the Joint Center for Urban Studies could be used in order to 'program' the 
development of American cities from the government , instead of paying attention to the polit~ 
ical demands of the people of those cities. 



The authors of the proposal argue in the document that the research will be open (not classified), 
and that anyon e (with a little money) can use the facility. This may be the case. However , given 
the fact that for radicals (or anyone else fundamentally opposed to the present system) to use it, 
they would first have to find money to do some kind of survey . Then they would have to be wil
ling to be publicly associated with ARPA. And basically, they would have to be convinced that 
survey research will tell them something. The probability is very high that they would either be 
convinced that this type of research is useless to them , or they would not want to be associated 
with the U.S. military, or they wouid not havp the money to do the survey research , or all three. 
And we already know what kind of information is intended to be put in there. Formal openness 
and neutrality in .this case is a smokescreen for objective partiality. 

Militarized social science 

The second main reason we should oppose Project CAM is its impact in further militarizing social 
science. This does not mean that the behavioral sciences aren't overwhelmingly militarized today. 
In fact, quantitative social science research was born in the military , resulting from the World War 
II studies of the American soldier and the strategic bombing surveys. This relationship continued 
into the late 1940's and the 1950's as well. It was no accident that Harvard's Russian Research 
Center had as its first job interviewing refugees from E. Europe for the Air Force. Nor that MIT's 
very own Center for Inter,1~tional Studies (CIS) was started by the CIA in order to improve the 
impact of US propanda on the Soviet Union. Though in the late l 950's and early 1960's the 
foundations began to be interested in social science research (without basically changing the dir
ection or political content of that research), the next big jump was that caused by the Vietnam 
war. Financed through the Defense Department ARPA, Project Jason was set up to coordinate 
social science intelligence gathering on Vietnam itself. Large contracts were farmed out to Rand 
Corporation and Prof. Pool's Simulmatics in particular. At the same time, the big counterinsur
gency project known as Project Camelot was started by the Army at American University. The 
Navy had its Project Michelsen which specialized in political gaming and the Soviet Union. And 
all of this was carried out with the enthusiastic support and supervision of Techmen, from ARPA 
and Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) head Jack Ruina to globe-trotting counterinsurgents 
Pool and Pye, members of Defense and State Department advisory panels respectively. 

The problem is obviously a global problem . If you look at American social science today you 
are horrified at the percentage of projects which are very clearly linked to U.S. foreign and domes
tic policy goals and their more effective implementation. And if you look ·at MIT social sciences, 
you see the problem in its most magnified form. MIT's program in social sciences is probably 
by far the most pronounced case of a general disease . This means not only recognizing the long 
period of secret collaboration with the Central Intelligence Agency. In fact, it one looks at the 
list of research projects carried out by the Center one is struck by th fact that almost every item 
is directly related to U.S. foreign policy. When projects range from keeping tab on the Sino-Sov
iet split through studying the relation of the black liberation movement to 'international commun
ism' to studying how to control insurgency and local wars, it is pretty clear what's up. This all 
h1s a serious impact on the whole MIT educational program in the social sciences . Political sci-

o,.nce is not merely overwhelmingly quantitative and survey oriented, but it is substantively or
iented towards training the cadres to man the various government agencies. The defense studies 
program serves as a virtual manpower conduit into the Defense Department planning offices. 
Also, many graduate students end up doing their theses on topics derived from their professors' 
research, such as the current group working on Vietnam . Of course, the reputation of the de
partment and the Center mean that predominantly one kind of student is attracted to it. But 
the military influence is not limited to indirect relations. One might easily walk into a class 
room to hear Prof. Kaufman lecture on defense fllanagement problems. Next door Prof. Pye 
might be explaining how military rule can be 'functional' for 'development' . Or, then again, 
they might be found conducting their business in Washington that particular day. 

Thus no one can maintain that Project CAM will seduce a virgin. Social science has been pretty 
badly mauled over at MIT since the beginning. But Project CAM, by injecting a sizeable hunk of 
money, and through the associated plans for a program in quantitative behavioral science aluded 
to briefly in the proposal, was make the military-quantitative-survey influence even greater. You 

have to stop somewhere. 
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Implications for MIT and the academic community 

The universit y, as an instit u tio n o f the socie ty , cannot he lp reflec tin g th e divisions an d st ruggles of 
that wider society. That there are serio us struggles going on in so ciety and in the university is clear 
to anyone with eyes and ea rs. And just as t h ere is struggle, the re are vested interests an d peo ple 
who defend them. For us the potentiality of the university is as a cen ter where truly critical tho ught 
and action can develop. Pot en tially this could have revo lutionary implication s. But there is co unter 
to this potential the act ua l reality , wher e the institutio ns of h igh er 'education ' beco me service station s 
for the dominant interes ts - tra ining the o perators , pro du cing the ideo logies, sophisticat ing the techni
ques . The universities have so ld o ut to the military - in dustrial com plex . It should be fai rly ob
vious that even if it did nothing else, an d it does quit e a bit else , the in fu sion of $7 .69 million in 
Defense Department money will stre ngth en the already outrageo us military takeover of MIT . It 
is no secret to anyone that MIT, t he nation 's largest educational wa r co ntractor , owes its very soul 
and existence to th e Pentago n . Co nsist ently year after year so mething more or less tha n one-ha lf 
of the t otal In st it ute budge t comes fr om the De partment of Defense alo ne . This money then b uilds 
power within the ins tit ution, as those who have the best access to Daddy Warb u cks rise in sta tu re and 
number of graduate assistants. Id eologically it has an eq ual influe nce. Subtly an d sometimes direct
ly the combination of monet ary se lf-in t erest , pre stige and in flu ence tend to smooth down the sha rp 
edges of critical ana lysis. 

WHAT TO DO ? 

We have argued that the Cambridge Project (Project CAM) will have a distinctly negative impact on 
. UT when considered in its totality. There is no other way to consider it. It makes no difference 
if the incriminating appeals to military self-interest are deleted from the proposal - as some have sug 
gested. The military knows what the project is about and they c?11 figure out whether it serves 
their purposes or not . There is no use to talk about safeguards , such as excluding ARPA itself 
from the Defense Department computer network - as has been suggested. Aside frortt being an 
obvious absurdity , there are plenty of professors right here quite capable of doing the Pentagon's 
work for them, if necessary. It does not really matter that the facility is open to all, for those 
who will in fact use it represent a very distinct and politically not too heterogenous section of 
the social and human sciences. The project as a whole should be stopped. 

-

Hi. While visiting your ni ce lab s o ver in Tech Square th e oth er day , I was disturbed to learn how 
little most of yo u know about the po litics of yo ur project. Who's fu nding it , and why? How could 
t he milita ry use t his stuff, and do you approve? Do yo u really think the D efense Department is the 
disinterested , ben evolent patron of ' pure research '? Witho ut moralizing, I j ust wa nt to say I think 
it's yo ur dut y to study these qu est ions and discu ss them with yo ur bo sses. Ma ny people who work-
ed on the atom bomb had no id ea what the y were co nt ributing to . We fee l yo ur efforts may be contri
buting to the manipulation of m illio ns of unsuspecting peo ple. Do yo u care? Or would you sa y , 
in t he im mortal words of Wern er Vo n Braun, 'that' s not my depart m ent ' ! 


